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Abstract:

The energy independency issue is an important question for The European Union (EU), the EU should
ordain aims and targets for membership countries to achieve some levels of implementation of
renewable sources within a scheduled time. The EU is also spending a lot of expenses for research
and development (R&D). Simultaneously implementation of renewable conducting to increase the
level of innovation. This article describes what kind of innovations are produced by beefing up
renewables and critical relations between general expenditure for renewable and innovation levels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Improving renewable sources exploiting issue is significant case for European Union (EU) to provide
energetic safety, efficient using limited area, which are intended to food producing, preserve and
protect an environment and making up to climate changing hold back.
In due course EU is also require increasing innovations level. In literature is often suggested that
introducing renewable energy grid also can fluent on level of innovations owing to rise of knowledge
populations and a new area for creating invention (strength in number). Also providing renewable
energy gird there will came an opportunity to increase an differential connections and make easy for
ordinary users to develop and make up own connection. And also in rate of decrease numbers of
household connecting to the net, cost of unit connection will stripped down.
Introducing renewable sources implicate an expenditure which need to be bear for gears and facilities,
research and public administration in this case.

2. INNOVATIONS
Innovation is generally using to characterise differential products develop on the market notion, but in
literature isn’t strictly criterions defined in particular way sense of it.
World etymology comes up from Latinate innovation, it’s mean renewal. This term connotation is
everything what is new, for example technical or technological, organizational changing, in
management, production, in the media and communications1.
For the start I want to perform different definitions of innovations. First, who attend to innovation issue
on economy area was Joseph Schumpeter, attribute innovations to exogenous factor economic
growth. He thought, that available resource innovations became possible for make wealth on new
ways2. Also he compare rate of economic growth to waves, impacted by basic change productions
and services inventions.
Figure 1: Schumpeter waves of impact of the technological change on the economy

Source:
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/251631233_fig2_Fig-2-Schumpeter-waves-of-impact-of-thetechnological-change-on-the-economy

Schumpeter as the first in history of economy formulated six cases coming out innovation
combinations:
1. Launched a new product or with new quantities product.
2. Launched a new kind of production or technological processes
3. Create a new market target group
4. Make up a new sources of industry.
5. Launched a new industry organizations 3.
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Comings up that fifths cases Schumpeter connected with “creative destruction” implicated to start up a
new, more effective structures.
Change is common connotation in each definitions of innovations. This terms aren’t equal in meaning,
meaning set of “change” is contain meaning subset of “innovation” , each innovation is change but not
each change is innovation4.
Switalski pointed on attributes, which coming out can be taken for innovations:
a) innovations as a effect of change witch modified or introduced quite new elements to ways or
results of working some entity;
b) change which comings across as innovation by some entity, should be introduced
consciously, intently and lastingly;
c) innovations is a change making:
o more effective entities working, or
o increased performance working entities usefull,
d) more effective entities working evince as:
o lover administrative periodic cost beared in time unit for entity, or;
o shorter reaction time for environmental changing (external stimuli),
e) increase usefully entity working performance (products or services) could be evience as:
o higher used or technical performance quality, simultaneously reserving using cost;
o lover used performing cost, equally reserving quality;
o proportion quality to using cost worked out after introduce change;
f) change should be able to become common among other similar entities, which zeitgeist do not
provide changes with similarly characterises 5.

3. INNOVATIONS VS RES
The first criterion of division shall be an item which is innovative – in this case we differentiate among
new qualities in the scope of production, technology, organisation, society and marketing. When the
subject of innovation is a product, this means a new product is created, so far unknown, or a product
with significantly changed properties of a subject or service. In technology it concerns a complete or
partial change of factors and/or properties of manufacturing processes and the proportion between
them. In the case of organisational changes we also encounter partial or complete changes. The s
innovations concern the changes of incentive systems and organisational culture. In the field of
marketing, we talk about the changes of concept and techniques of maintaining the Company’s
positive image. One may say that RES concern all of the aforementioned areas except production –
we are still having to deal with known types of energy (electricity, heat); however, the very manner of
producing energy is changing, there is a change in the organisation of using natural sources – from
transferable to untransferable, new manufacturing processes are being created, but also we observe
social changes in the scope of raising ecological awareness and a manner of conducting activities by
humans (energy sources management processes and sources of obtaining energy).
Taking the scope of changes into account, one can distinguish among large innovations (breakthrough), medium (incremental) and small (incremental). The large innovations – the so-called breakthrough innovations, also called epoch-making innovations – are the effect of research and
development, they may entail change of the entire branch of economy. The medium innovations –
incremental – refer to, for instance, the emergence of a modernised product or technology which lead
to changes in the nature of enterprises.. The small innovations – also incremental – also refer to the
improvement of quality and functionality of the products, they shape innovation culture and have
significant meaning in the activities of enterprises; however, they do not directly affect their nature.
Another systematising criterion is the originality level of implemented changes. In the literature on the
subject one can distinguish creative, imitating and apparent innovations. The first of them implement a
completely new state of affairs or processes, they usually originate due to research and development.
They affect the establishment of companies and new branches of economy. The imitating innovations
concern acquiring and extending the previously created processes as well as organisational manners

4
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to further companies. In fact, the apparent innovations are not innovations but rather small changes
used for marketing purposes and they repeatedly mislead prospective users.
In my opinion, renewable energy sources, at this point in time and at the current technological level, do
not belong to epoch-making changes in the scope of the sources of obtaining energy– the amount of
energy which became available can result in lowering demand for renewable energy; however, it turns
out to be insufficient in order to cover total energy needs. In the future, it is possible that changes
arising as a result of research and development will be created.
The binding and isolating innovations concern the level of complexity. The creation of the binding
innovations is associated with the formation of technological, organisational and product changes.
They result in the necessity of applying modifications not only in the place of their formation but also,
importantly, they are applied in new areas. The isolating innovations do not entail the necessity of
implementing innovations in new areas. Bearing in mind RES, we encounter mainly the isolating
innovations.
Taking the financing methods into account, one can distinguish among the investing method, that is
those referring usually to large and medium changes, and the product and technological methods.
They are usually covered by the investment funds. Secondly, we have the non-investment methods.
Their expenditures are covered by the costs of small changes and modernisation. In the case of
renewable energy sources, according to user, this would be both the high-cost investments, as is
manifested by the expenditures of the EU and current investments which result from the necessity of
applying modernisation and changes in power stations and installations.
Taking into account attitudes towards environment one can distinguish among pro-environmentally
(eco-investments) neutral and disturbing the ecological balance. The former aim to lower the use of
materials, improve the condition of atmospheric air, water and ground. They also relate to marketing
ecological products; therefore, they contribute to the modification of technology. The neutral
innovations do not affect the environment. The latter – disturbing the ecological balance – have
negative influence on natural environment or some of its elements.
In the case of RES, considering the subject, the innovations usually belong to partial, medium and
small in terms of scale. In the case of originality, distinguishing RES can be treated as the creative
ones on global level and the imitating ones in the case of expanding RES.
According to Lidia Białoń, eco-investments deserve to be presented individually, at least due to five
reasons:
1. hazards to the environment and the necessity of its protection have became a problem of the
contemporary civilisation;
2. planning environmental protection actions need to be more pronounced, which is connected
with the raising of ecological awareness and more pressure on ecological innovation;
3. due to the increasing number of norms regulating permitted levels of environmental pollutions,
designing eco-innovation have clear reference points in determining the benefits of their
implementation;
4. due to increased environmental destruction, some actions aiming at its protection require the
coordination of works at the various economic levels (company, region, country) which
involves also problems of financing such activities;
5. the growth of international role of pro-ecological movement require clear reactions and
activities of different subjects at the level of implementing the innovation.
It may be assumed that the activities connected with renewable energy sources have influence on the
creation of innovations through investments imposed on this branch, implemented regulations which
concern spreading RES and aiming at the reduction of costs connected with obtaining energy but also
willingness to take care of the environment.

4. THE POLICY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION’S MEMBER STATES VS
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES (DO RES FIT INTO THIS POLICY?)
The increase of the world population, fast development of the middle class, intensifying effect of
greenhouse effect and the energy crisis that emerged are threatening the development of economies
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and the world. Scientists and practitioners made an effort to eliminate waste and ineffective
management of energy sources.
The use of renewable sources, such as photovoltaic system and biomass plantation require adequate
amount of space to absorb solar radiation. This means that the total energy amount which can be
obtained from these sources is limited. Simultaneously, the ground is used for the production of food.
It was shown that in difficult conditions there is no sufficient amount of ground to meet the
requirements connected with food and energy demands6, thus it is more prominent to support the
improvement of efficiency in the scope of RES.
The plan of the European Union to cover energy demand resulted in the formation of legal framework
in particular Member states in the scope of the development of markets and supporting different areas
and the direction of using renewable energy7.
The European Union set targets with regard to energy which shall be reached by 2020, 2030 and
2050. By 2020 there shall occur:
• reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20 percentage in comparison to the levels
of 1990
• costs of renewable energy in general consumption of energy– 20 percentage
• the improvement of energy efficiency by 20 percentage
• In subsequent years - by 2030:
• reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 40 percentage
• costs of renewable energy in general consumption of energy– 27 percentage
• the improvement of energy efficiency by 27-30 percentage
• 15 percentage of energy in interconnections (that is 15 percentage of electricity generated in
the EU can be transmitted to other countries of the EU).
• The goal which shall be obtained by 2050:
• reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95 percentage in comparison to the levels of
1990.
• According to information provided by the EU, there are chances that these goals will be
reached by 2020, because
• during 1990–2012 greenhouse gas emissions was reduced by 18 percentage
• in 2012 the share of renewable energy amounted to 14.1 percentage. (in comparison to 8.5 %
in 2005) it is estimated that by 2020 energy efficiency shall rise by 18-19 percentage. It is
slightly lower than the desired goal which amounts to 20 percentage. However it can be
8
achieved if Member States will implement all relevant EU legislation .
The basic legal act regulating renewable energy sources (RES) in the European Union (EU) is
Directive 2009/28/WE of the European Parliament and Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of
the use of renewable energy. In accordance with article 288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union, the Directive binds, as to the result to be achieved, upon each Member State to
which it is addressed, but leave to the national authorities the choice of from and methods. The
9
principal function of the directive is harmonising the provisions of Member States , correct and timely
implementation of the national law are vital for them in order to take full effect – in the absence of
adjusting the national law they rise particular legal consequences, both among the relation EU –
10
Member State, as well as in the scope of the rights of an entity .
In the light of the Treaty provisions, Member States can choose both form and methods of the
implementation of a directive to the national law. Allowing Member States to choose between various
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options steams from respecting the sovereignty of particular Member States and it allows to take
11
specific characteristics and economic, social and legal features deriving from internal realities .
Each of the directives contain a clause determining its implementation. At the right time, Member
States cannot use the argument of too short period for implementation stipulated in the directive’s
12
provisions for transposition to justify the absence of the implementation .
In the event of failing to fulfil national goals in the scope of applying RES, one may expect imposing
13
fine on particular member state .
In order to achieve goals imposed by the European Union, Member States can apply the following
measures, supporting systems and means of cooperation among particular Member States and third
14
countries .
Apart from the implementation of main goals, Directive 2009/28/WE impose on Member States a
number of obligations which can accelerate and facilitate the implementation of main goals. These
obligations include most notably: among others, adoption of national action plan in the scope of
renewable energy sources 15 ; reducing legislative and administrative barriers for RES, including
facilitating the access from RES to electricity networks; an obligation to provide better access to
information and trainings in the scope of RES;
The goals which are increasing in several stages by 2020, vary from one Member State to another –
from 10% at Malta to 49% in Sweden and are set in such way that the average 20% in the EU shall be
16
achieved in comparison to 1990 .

5. THE INFLUENCE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES ON INNOVATIONS.
In order to gather data concerning the influence of RES on the level of creating innovation I used data
published on Eurostat website17. The analysis concerned the factors representing innovativeness,
namely, research and development expenses and return from innovation. To factors related to
ecological activity belonged the amount of ecological licenses and the amount of electricity generated
from renewable energy sources. The examined model was verified as to financial outlays on R&D
postponed in periods of one and two years. No significant relation between these factors was found.
The absence of significant relation can be explained by the fact that outlay share due to R&D for the
green energy part is a fraction of the outlays expenditure on R&D.

6. CONCLUSION
The changes concerning RES are innovative in nature because they use previous scientific and
technical discoveries in a new way, they implement new, already discovered qualities on a larger
scale. There is a change of technological processes; there is a change of the organisation of using
natural sources – from transferable to untransferable (such as solar energy). At the moment, at our
technological and political level, they are not considered as epoch-making changes with regard to the
use of renewable energy; however, in the future it is possible that such sort of changes will occur. In
the case of renewable energy, depending on the user it will be both high-cost investments as well as
current.
Due to the absence of any visible impact in the available figures data, pro-ecological politics of the
European Union has an impact on innovativeness through:
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•
•
•
•

formation of new technologies and devices;
spreading technology and creating conditions for implementation in places where until now it
was impossible,
the conducted scientific research and technological works contribute to the creation of new
inventions and patents,
spreading awareness within society.

The above analysis and research can represent a valuable contribution to the creation of new
considerations and research processes consisting in gradualisation of factors relating to expenditures
for particular areas of science/technology which have a direct connection to eco-technology and the
number of created power stations and eco-technological patents.
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